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 I did not get the option to replace, it just crashed out when i did that. I finally cracked open the PM and found that if i moved an IGO app to the SD card, then deleted it from the internal storage, my nokia will allow me to replace it. This was wonderful, and my nokia is running great with the new OS. Then, I tried to install an IGO app from the Market. I really wanted to install Google Earth. So I
searched the Market for Google Earth. Found it but could not install it. I then tried to install a stock IGO app which has as I understand it a google earth icon in it. The app could not be installed as it had google earth in it. Please explain to me why I cannot get Google Earth in an IGO app. I have tried to install IGO apps from the Market and it will not allow me to. This is really bad since this is the only
way i have to run google earth on my nokia. Please can someone explain this to me. I have been trying to get this fixed for months. I have talked to several Nokia people who have not even a clue what is going on. Please someone explain this to me. I have a Lumia 710 and I am trying to get a different IGO app to work. I have searched the Market for a GPS app. I downloaded them all and they do not

work. I have tried deleting the apps from the internal memory and all I see is a black screen. It is like there is a glitch in Windows Phone. I have tried flashing the device several times. I have reset the device several times. I have no idea what to do. Please help. I have an nokia phone in this state of confusion. I have tried everything to get this working and it will not work. I 82157476af
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